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Attention All Shipping A Journey Round the Shipping Forecast Abacus This solemn, rhythmic intonation of the shipping forecast on BBC radio is as familiar as the sound of Big Ben chiming the hour.
Since its ﬁrst broadcast in the 1920s it has inspired poems, songs and novels in addition to its intended objective of warning generations of seafarers of impending storms and gales. Sitting at home
listening to the shipping forecast can be a cosily reassuring experience. There's no danger of a westerly gale eight, veering southwesterly increasing nine later (visibility poor) gusting through your average
suburban living room, blowing the Sunday papers all over the place and startling the cat. Yet familiar though the sea areas are by name, few people give much thought to where they are or what they
contain. In ATTENTION ALL SHIPPING Charlie Connelly wittily explores the places behind the voice, those mysterious regions whose names seem often to bear no relation to conventional geography.
Armchair travel will never be the same again. Spaces of Longing and Belonging Territoriality, Ideology and Creative Identity in Literature and Film BRILL Spaces of Longing and Belonging
contains theoretical and interpretative studies of spatiality centered on a variety of literary and cultural contexts. The essays provide a collection of innovative scholarship on central questions relating to
literary spatiality in a context of increased global awareness. Ship Reaktion Books From oar-powered quinqueremes, to steam-powered freighters, to luxury ocean liners such as the Titanic,to aircraft
carriers like the Abraham Lincoln,ships have played an integral role in trade, transportation, and war throughout history. Today, ships remain the largest and most expensive moving objects on the planet;
engineers and designers constantly push the limits of design, creating vessels that continue to rival newer technologies such as airplanes and cars. But unlike other more common modes of transportation,
the great ships of the world travel in the deep oceans, out of sight and out of mind—until, that is, something goes wrong. In Ship, Gregory Votolato explores the ﬁction and the reality of modern ships, the
technology that creates them, and the events that can lead to disasters such as the Exxon Valdez or Amoco Cadiz. Here Votolato delves into the world of the ship, describing the unpredictable and oftenhostile environment of weather at sea, the resurgent threats posed by pirates, and the responsibilities of captains and crews onboard. Ship’sbroad overview of technology and design also oﬀers unique
insights into this extraordinary result of human creativity. Votolato’s book will appeal to readers interested in the general design history of ships as well as their social, political, and technological impact on
our modern world. Radio's Legacy in Popular Culture The Sounds of British Broadcasting over the Decades Bloomsbury Publishing USA Examining work by novelists, ﬁlmmakers, TV producers
and songwriters, this book uncovers the manner in which the radio – and the act of listening – has been written about for the past 100 years. Ever since the ﬁrst public wireless broadcasts, people have
been writing about the radio: often negatively, sometimes full of praise, but always with an eye and an ear to explain and oﬀer an opinion about what they think they have heard. Novelists including
Graham Greene, Agatha Christie, Evelyn Waugh, and James Joyce wrote about characters listening to this new medium with mixtures of delight, frustration, and despair. Clint Eastwood frightened
moviegoers half to death in Play Misty for Me, but Lou Reed's 'Rock & Roll' said listening to a New York station had saved Jenny's life. Frasier showed the urbane side of broadcasting, whilst Good Morning,
Vietnam exploded from the cinema screen with a raw energy all of its own. Queen thought that all the audience heard was 'ga ga', even as The Buggles said video had killed the radio star and Tom Petty
and the Heartbreakers lamented 'The Last DJ'. This book explores the cultural fascination with radio; the act of listening as a cultural expression – focusing on ﬁction, ﬁlms and songs about radio. Martin
Cooper, a broadcaster and academic, uses these movies, TV shows, songs, novels and more to tell a story of listening to the radio – as created by these contemporary writers, ﬁlmmakers, and musicians.
The Sea in the British Musical Imagination Boydell & Brewer 10 Political Visions, National Identities, and the Sea Itself: Stanford and Vaughan Williams in 1910 -- 11 Bax's 'Sea Symphony' -- 12 'Close
your eyes and listen to it': Special Sound and the Sea in BBC Radio Drama, 1957-59 -- Afterword : Channelling the Swaying Sound of the Sea -- Index Life on Air A History of Radio Four Oxford
University Press Radio Four has been described as 'the greatest broadcasting channel in the world', 'the heartbeat of the BBC', a cultural icon of Britishness. From its birth in 1967, Hendy explores its
struggle to justify itself in a television age amid passionate disputes with its ﬁercely loyal listeners. The Shorter Wisden 2011 Selected writing from Wisden Cricketers' Almanack 2011 A&C Black
The Shorter Wisden is a compelling distillation of what's best in its bigger brother. Available from all major eBook retailers, Wisden's digital version includes the inﬂuential Notes by the Editor, all the frontof-book articles, reviews, obituaries and all England's Tests from May 2010 up to and including their latest Ashes triumph. The Shorter Wisden 2011 - 2015 Bloomsbury Publishing The Shorter Wisden is
a compelling distillation of what's best in its bigger brother. Available from all major eBook retailers, Wisden's digital version includes the inﬂuential Notes by the Editor, all the front-of-book articles,
reviews, obituaries and all England's Tests from the previous season. Brought together for the ﬁrst time, here are the ﬁrst ﬁve editions of The Shorter Wisden, distilled from the Almanacks published
between 2011 and 2015. Gilbert The Last Years of WG Grace Bloomsbury Publishing There are few more instantly recognisable ﬁgures, from any era, from any walk of life, than W.G. Grace. With his
enormous height, beer-barrel girth and immense beard he was - and remains - a caricaturist's dream. Too much so, in many ways. Arguably the ﬁnest and most inﬂuential cricketer who ever lived and one
of the ﬁrst true celebrities Grace became a persona rather than a person, racketing up unprecedented amounts of runs and wickets while slowly vanishing behind an increasing swirl of myth and
apocrypha. Gilbert is the ﬁrst examination of Grace to dig beneath the surface, blow the fog of fable and explore the man himself, the human being, and ask what he might have thought and felt. Who, in
eﬀect, was W.G. Grace? In the year that marks the centenary of Grace's death, Charlie Connelly charts the ﬁnal years of his life, from his ﬁftieth birthday celebrations in 1898 to his death at the age of 67
in 1915, through the eyes of Grace himself. In an unusual take on this most eminent Victorian and extraordinary pioneering sportsman, Connelly draws on contemporary documents and accounts to
imagine Grace's progress through his ﬁnal years. It was no quiet dotage either: he played cricket until a year before his death, captained the England curling team and remained an enthusiastic golfer and
shooter to the end. He also dealt with bereavement, ill health and was greatly troubled by the gathering clouds of war. He was, in short, a human being as much as a sporting colossus. Combining facts
and imagination, Gilbert is an aﬀectionate and beautifully written account of the Champion's later life that comes closer than ever before to giving a sense of the real W.G. Grace behind the mythology; the
perennially childlike soul saddled with the weight of genius. To the public he was The Doctor, The Champion and W.G., but to those who knew him best he was simply Gilbert. This is a book about Gilbert.
Mariners Weather Log November issue includes abridged index to yearly volume. Container Logistics and Maritime Transport Routledge This book provides a coherent and systematic view of the
key concepts, principles, and techniques in maritime container transport and logistics chains including all the main segments: international maritime trade and logistics, freight logistics, container logistics,
vessel logistics, port and terminal management, and sustainability issues in maritime transport. Container Logistics and Maritime Transport emphasizes analytical methods and current optimization models
to tackle challenging issues in maritime transport and logistics. This book takes a holistic approach to cover all the main segments of the container shipping supply chains to achieve an eﬃcient and
eﬀective logistics service system across the entire global transport chain. Sustainability issues such as social concern and carbon emissions from shipping and ports are also discussed. Each maritime
transport segment is addressed using an approach from qualitative/descriptive analytics to quantitative/prescriptive analytics. Cutting-edge optimization models are presented and explained to tackle
various strategic, tactical, and operational planning problems. The book will help readers better understand operations management in global maritime container transport chain. It will also provide
practical principles and eﬀective techniques and tools for researchers to push forward the frontiers of knowledge and for practitioners to implement decision support systems. It will be directly relevant to
academic courses related to maritime transport, maritime logistics, transport management, international shipping, port management, container shipping, container logistics, shipping supply chain, and
international logistics. Mariners Weather Log November issue includes abridged index to yearly volume. Fighting Ship and Cruising Ship Bills Hearings, Seventy-second Congress, First
Session on S. 3501, March 4, 1932 Considers legislation to refuse customs clearance to foreign vessels that increase competition with U.S. shipping or carry passengers between U.S. ports. "Fighting
ship" refers to any vessel used to exclude, prevent, reduce or increase competition for the purpose of driving another carrier out of such trade. A Surface Recovery Technique for Deep Moored
Vertical Arrays A surface recovery technique was developed for the retrieval of a vertically oriented array which had been anchored at a depth of 4550 meters. The array was severed within 100 meters
of the bottom in order to retrieve two faulty anchor releases as well as the scientiﬁc instrumentation. (Author). The Journey of a West Coast Doctor's Daughter FriesenPress The Journey of a West
Coast Doctor's Daughter relates the life and experiences of growing up in an isolated village on the west coast of Vancouver Island. It includes stories of boat travel and incidences on the wild Paciﬁc
ocean, having supplies shipped in by freighters, accompanying a medical missionary doctor on trips to First Nation's villages, and miracles that happen in life, along with personal family stories, some
humourous and some tragic. These are stories of everyday life in a most beautiful spot of the rugged west coast of Vancouver Island. Large Wave Tank Tests of Riprap Stability Technical
Memorandum Technical Memorandum - U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Coastal Engineering Research Center The Syren & Shipping Illustrated DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Alaska
Penguin DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Alaska is your in-depth guide to the very best of Alaska. From going on an adventure to spot wildlife in Denali to exploring the state's glacier-lined coast by cruise
ship, Alaska oﬀers an unforgettable experience that will exceed all your expectations. Discover DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Alaska: + Detailed itineraries and "don't-miss" destination highlights at a
glance. + Illustrated cutaway 3-D drawings of important sights. + Floor plans and guided visitor information for major museums. + Guided walking tours, local drink and dining specialties to try, things to
do, and places to eat, drink, and shop by area. + Area maps marked with sights. + Insights into history and culture to help you understand the stories behind the sights. + Hotel and restaurant listings
highlight DK Choice special recommendations. With hundreds of full-color photographs, hand-drawn illustrations, and custom maps that illuminate every page, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Alaska truly
shows you this state as no one else can. Travel, Modernism and Modernity Routledge Focusing on the signiﬁcance of travel in Joseph Conrad, E.M. Forster, D.H. Lawrence, Henry James, and Edith
Wharton, Robert Burden shows how travel enabled a new consciousness of mobility and borders during the modernist period. For these authors, Burden suggests, travel becomes a narrative paradigm and
dominant trope by which they explore questions of identity and otherness related to deep-seated concerns with the crisis of national cultural identity. He pays particular attention to the important
distinction between travel and tourism, at the same time that he attends to the slippage between seeing and sightseeing, between the local character and the stereotype, between art and kitsch, and
between older and newer ways of storytelling in the representational crisis of modernism. Burden argues that the greater awareness of cultural diﬀerence that characterizes both the travel writing and
ﬁction of these expatriate writers became a deﬁning feature of literary modernism, resulting in a consciousness of cultural diﬀerence that challenged the ethnographic project of empire. Masks and Faces
The Life and Career of Harry Braham Andrews UK Limited Everyone on deck! All hands on deck! Fire! Fire! Bring the hose quick! As the steamship lurched in the heavy seas, Harry Braham grabbed
what clothes he could and struggled with the other terriﬁed passengers to climb the ladders. On deck, with the rain lashing down and the wind howling, he gripped the rails of the ship tightly, trying to stay
upright. With horror he saw the ﬂames leaping high in the hold and he thought his time had come. It was June 1891. A music-hall star famous for his comic songs and his ability to ‘pull mugs’, Harry - a
seasoned traveler - was on his way from New York to his home in London, after a busy season appearing in a play by W H Crane. As the crew prepared the lifeboats, Harry looked back at his life - his
apprenticeship with the Royal Christy Minstrels, his acclaimed tours of Australia and the USA, and his marriage to the vivacious but temperamental singer Lizzie Watson. Was this to be the end? In this
well-researched and lively biography, full of fascinating social background, Janet Muir (Harry Braham’s great-great-niece) brings to life the world of the Victorian music-hall and traces Harry’s career from
minstrelsy through to ‘legitimate’ theatre and ﬁnally to moving pictures, where he landed a part in D W Griﬃth’s Birth of a Nation. Shipbuilding & Shipping Record A Journal of Shipbuilding, Marine
Engineering, Dock, Harbours & Shipping A Liner Shipping Network Design Routing and Scheduling Considering Environmental Inﬂuences Springer Science & Business Media The liner
shipping network design delivers schedules and routes for ships that continuously visit harbours on a closed round trip. Examples of such ships are container ships that in many cases maintain a weekly
harbour visiting frequency. Volker Windeck elaborates a liner shipping network design approach which is not only considering the harbours to be visited, cargo to be transported and number of ships
available, but also considers environmental inﬂuences. Additionally the revenue contribution of alternative propulsion system can also be analysed. Extensive numerical tests indicate that signiﬁcant
savings are obtained when using this liner shipping network design approach. Travel Guide to Europe, 1492 Ten Itineraries in the Old World Macmillan Features ten common itineraries of the time
and describes the methods of transportation, the lodgings and food, and the sights and sounds of the cities and towns visited Maritime Economics Psychology Press Now in its second edition Maritime
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Economics provides a valuable introduction to the organisation and workings of the global shipping industry. The author outlines the economic theory as well as many of the operational practicalities
involved. Extensively revised for the new edition, the book has many clear illustrations and tables. Topics covered include: * an overview of international trade * Maritime Law * economic organisation and
principles * ﬁnancing ships and shipping companies * market research and forecasting. Wireless World Tales of Old Travel Tales of Old Travel BoD – Books on Demand Reprint of the original, ﬁrst
published in 1869. Arctic Shipping Climate Change, Commercial Traﬃc and Port Development Routledge This book considers both the present state of Arctic shipping and possible future trends
with reference to the various sectors of maritime transportation: cruise tourism, container traﬃc and bulk shipping. Ports are analysed as tools that support the strategies of coastal states to foster the
development of resource extraction, enhance the attractiveness of Arctic shipping lanes and enable the control of maritime activities through coast guard deployment. The aim of this book is to draw a
picture of the trends of Arctic shipping. How is traﬃc evolving in Canada’s Arctic, or along the Northern Sea Route? Are there signiﬁcant diﬀerences between bulk and container shipping segments when
considering the Arctic market? How are the ports and the hinterland developing and what are the strategies behind those? How is the legal framework shaping the evolution of maritime transportation?
The contributors to this book consider all of these questions, and more, as they map out the prospects for Arctic shipping and analyse in detail the development of Arctic shipping as a result of multivariable interactions. This book will be key reading for industry professionals and post-graduate students alike. Encyclopedia of Ancient Greece Psychology Press Ancient Greek civilization, with its
mythology, wars, philosophy and culture, has left an enduring legacy. This single volume, a spin-oﬀ from the acclaimed Encyclopedia of Greece and the Hellenic Tradition, provides a comprehensive and
authoritative guide to the people, places, periods, events and themes of Ancient Greece. Shipping Wonders of the World A New and Improved Standard French and English and English and
French Dictionary ... Annuities of Panama Canal Ship Pilots; Hearings...87-1...April 2, 1963. 1963 And Now the Shipping Forecast A Tide of History Around Our Shores This aﬀectionate
look at the revered British radio broadcast surveys the history and lore of the four-times daily announcements of weather reports and forecasts for the seas around the coasts of the British Isles. Written
from the perspective of an announcer who read the on-air forecast for nearly 40 years, thisabook begins with the genesis of the forecast itself. This narrative spans from 19th-century inventions of the
Beaufort wind scale andaFitzroy''s barometer and the founding of the British Meteorological Oﬃce to maritime codes, conventions, and traditions and life on the ocean wave. With a look at how
technological progress has intervened in the collation, production, and transmission ofathe "Shipping Forecast," this book showsahow the broadcasts earned such a deep-rooted place in theaaudiences''
psyche." Aeronautics Moon Handbooks Patagonia Avalon Travel Seasoned travel writer Wayne Bernhardson covers the best sights and adventures that Patagonia has to oﬀer, from visiting Ushuaia,
the world's southernmost city, to viewing the jagged peaks of Cuernos del Paine and hiking on Argentina's Moreno Glacier. Bernhardson also oﬀers unique trip strategies including The Andean Lakes Loop
and The natural History Tour. Complete with details for exploring the penguin-dotted Falkland Islands, staying in guest ranches in the Patagonian outback, and whale watching at the World Heritage Site of
Península Valdés, Moon Patagonia gives travelers the tools they need to create a more personal and memorable experience. SECRETS OF POLAR TRAVEL BEYOND BOOKS HUB This Elibron Classics book
is a facsimile reprint of a 1917 edition by the Century Co., New York. All Hands Basic Ship Theory Elsevier Rawson and Tupper's Basic Ship Theory, ﬁrst published in 1968, is widely known as the
standard introductory text for naval architecture students, as well as being a useful reference for the more experienced designer. The ﬁfth edition continues to provide a balance between theory and
practice. Volume 2 expands on the material in Volume 1, covering the dynamics behaviour of marine vehicles, hydrodynamics, manoeuvrability and seakeeping. It concludes with some case studies of
particular ship types and a discussion of maritime design. Both volumes feature the importance of considering the environment in design. Basic Ship Theory is an essential tool for undergraduates and
national vocational students of naval architecture, maritime studies, ocean and oﬀshore engineering, and will be of great assistance to practising marine engineers and naval architects. Brand new edition
of the leading undergraduate textbook in Naval Architecture Provides a basis for more advanced theory Over 500 examples, with answers
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